. We present an object recommendation approach for style-compatible multi-room indoor scene synthesis. Given a labeled floorplan and a style reference image (le box), we assign a template paranoma image which has similar style with the reference image for each room based on the room type (right box), then perform object instance selection through category-level and instance-level recommendation (middle box). We use an existing method for object arrangement and the generated result is shown in the right box.
INTRODUCTION
Automatic indoor scene synthesis bene ts various applications such as interior design and virtual reality. Existing indoor scene synthesis methods have mainly focused on object selection and arrangement, that is, what objects to choose and where to put them. Some recent works utilize deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to model 1:2 • Yu He, Yun Cai, Yuanchen Guo, Zhengning Liu, Shaokui Zhang, Songhai Zhang, Hongbo Fu, and Shengyong Chen object con gurations by iteratively analyzing top-down images of indoor scenes. However, when it comes to practical interior design, there are three obvious drawbacks of existing approaches. First, they are all targeted for single rooms instead of multiple rooms in a residence. If multiple rooms are processed individually one by one, it could happen that rooms of the same types share similar sets of object categories, which we call "function collapse". Second, it o en requires a single room type for each room. However, it is common that a single room might need to serve for multiple purposes due to the space constraints. For example, a dining table might have to be placed in a living room due to the lack of a dining room. ird, style compatibility between objects is o en ignored, though styles are crucial in order to generate plausible scenes. (Chen et al. 2015) assign textures and materials for each object instance in a given 3D indoor scene using a data-driven method. However, their method focuses on material suggestion but not scene synthesis, and is more di cult to handle a multi-room scenario, since there exists some style compatibility for object instances in di erent rooms that have the same categories.
To address the above issues, we propose a practical indoor scene synthesis pipeline, which performs object recommendation and optimizes style compatibility not only in a multi-functional room, but also among multiple rooms in a residence. Speci cally, our method automatically synthesize indoor scenes, given as input a residential oor plan with one or more labels assigned to each room according to their function needs, and an image of an existing scene as a style template. Regarding each room as a multi-labeled document and objects inside it as words, our method ts a topic model using Labeled Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Labeled LDA, L-LDA) (Ramage et al. 2009a ) from the room data of the SUNCG dataset . For each of the user-labeled empty rooms, we generate occurrence probability of each object category from the above topic model. en for each room, we compute a style pale e based on the user-provided style template, and select object instances by solving a combinatorial optimization, subject to multiple constraints related to space area, funcion diversity and style harmony. We improve the model proposed in (Chen et al. 2015) to achieve style compatibility across multiple rooms. Once we have all the object instances chosen for each room, we use an existing object arrangement method (Anonymous 2020) to synthesize a well-arranged indoor scene.
To show the instance diversity brought by our multi-label and multi-room se ings, we compare our synthesis results with those generated separately by existing single-label single-room methods. For style compatibility, we compare our stylized results with material suggestions given by (Chen et al. 2015) and show that our method performs be er in both room-level and residence-level. A user study shows that our method has the ability to generate residence-level indoor designs comparable to those produced by professional interior designers.
In summary, the contributions of our paper are as follows:
• We present a style-compatible multi-room indoor scene synthesis pipeline, which can generate practical interior scenes comparable to those created by professional interior designers. • Our work is the rst to incorporate style compatibility for indoor scene synthesis. Our model automatically selects object instances with respect to a user-provided style template. • We are the rst to explore residence-level planning for indoor scene synthesis. Our model can select object instances considering associations among rooms instead of treating each room separately.
RELATED WORK 2.1 Indoor Scene Synthesis
Indoor scene synthesis has been studied for many years. Early solutions adopt interior design guidelines of humans as constraints to generate reasonable layouts (Merrell et al. 2011) . With the emerging of large indoor scene datasets, prior knowledge encoded in the massive data has been converted to design rules for synthesizing scene layouts (Weiss et al. 2018 ). e statistical relationships between di erent objects learned from examples are also applied to object arrangement (Yu et al. 2011 ). Fisher et al. (2012 proposed the rst data-driven scene synthesis method, using a directional graphical model of object co-occurrence and a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) of pairwise spatial relationships to learn prior knowledge of object occurrence and placement. Other learned priors include human-centric stochastic grammars (Qi et al. 2018) , priors based on activity-object relationship graphs (Fu et al. 2017) , topic model (Liang et al. 2017) , layout pa erns based on directed graphs incorporated with a GMM (Henderson and Ferrari 2017) , and discrete priors extracted by tests for complete spatial randomness (CSR) (Anonymous 2020). However, the above methods are all designed for indoor scene synthesis of a single-label room. ere is yet no solution of scene synthesis for multi-label rooms or multiple rooms. In this paper, we focus on object recommendation for indoor scene synthesis given a oor plan with multiple rooms, each of which might be multi-functional.
Supervised Topic Model
Supervised topic models provide a powerful tool for latent data discovery. Supervised Latent Dirichlet Allocation (SLDA) (Mcauli e and Blei 2008) and its variations are the most popular methods of supervised topic model. SLDA supposes that the labels are generated based on a mixture of empirical topics for each document, and limits one document to have only one label. A similar work named Discriminatively Trained LDA (DiscLDA) (Lacoste-Julien et al. 2009) cannot handle the case of multi-label documents as well. Multi-Multinomial LDA (MM-LDA) models each document as a bag of words with a bag of labels (Ramage et al. 2009b) , and derives the topic for each observation from shared topic distribution. MM-LDA is not constrained to single-label documents, but the learned topics cannot directly correspond to the labels in the label set. Another multi-label document topic extraction model is Labeled LDA (L-LDA) (Ramage et al. 2009a) , which presents a solution to the credit a ribution problem (Mcauli e and Blei 2008) . In this paper, we treat the SUNCG dataset as a corpus consisting of multi-label documents, and utilize L-LDA to extract the latent relationship between object categories and room types. We apply this latent topic relationship to object instance selection for creating indoor scenes.
Style Compatibility
Style compatibility has been studied in two aspects: color compatibility and appearance compatibility. A considerable amount of e ort has been devoted to color compatibility studies. Various methods have been proposed in evaluating the compatibility of multi-color mixing (Cohen-Or et al. 2006; O'Donovan et al. 2011) . A color harmony template was developed to adjust the color matching rate of images (Cohen-Or et al. 2006) . O'Donovan et al. (2011) proposed a data-driven 5-color pale e rating model to evaluate the color compatibility of images. Appearance compatibility is determined by the material and texture of instance. Chajdas et al. (2010) proposed a method to automatically propagate the user-assigned textures to di erent surfaces in large scenes based on similarity measures. Leifman and Tal (2012) presented a mesh colorization method, which requires users to specify initial colors for certain areas, and propagates these colors to surrounding meshes according to intensity similarity. Nguyen et al. (2012) proposed a method for obtaining material styles from a single example image via heuristic estimation, and then propagating the obtained styles to target 3D scenes.
With the emerging of large databases of object styles like (Bell et al. 2013 ), data-driven approaches for style suggestion have become a mainstream. However, there's very few work for the automatic assignment of materials and textures for indoor scenes. (Jain et al. 2012 ) used a 3D database to train a factor graph containing material and shape contexts, and materials can be automatically assigned to 3D models based on the factor graph. A system called Magic Decorator is proposed in (Chen et al. 2015) which casts the problem of material suggestion as a combinatorial optimization. In this paper, we extend their approach to perform automatic material and texture suggestion in object recommendation.
3 OVERVIEW e input to our method is a oor plan, with one or more labels assigned to each room, and an example image for style template. Our goal is to automatically generate indoor scenes that meet both functional and aesthetic requirements as shown in Figure 1 . Since this paper only focuses on object recommendation, we adopt an existing approach on object layout for each room respectively once we get the selected object instances. We propose a coarse-to-ne strategy for selection because object categories determine functionality and speci c instances determine appearance diversity, so it's natural to select category and instance in separate steps.
Category-level recommendation. Given a oor plan with each room labeled with one or more room types, category-level recommendation gives what object categories appear in each room along with the number of instances for each category. Regarding each labeled room as a bag of objects, it's natural to apply a topic model for relevance analysis between object categories and room types of the dataset. Here we t a widely-used L-LDA model on our modi ed SUNCG dataset S-SUNCG, and this will give us object category occurrence probability of each room type. For multi-labeled rooms, we simply add up the probability for each category respectively. Results show that this simple strategy performs well. If there're multiple rooms of the same category, our motivation is that there should be diversity for objects of the same function, single bed and double bed for example. Since SUNCG dataset only have very coarse categorization (e.g. beds), we achieve this by annotating objects with more detailed category (e.g. single beds and double beds) in our S-SUNCG dataset and propose a category list split method to assign di erent category list for rooms with the same label. Experiments show that our method e ectively solves the function collapse problem and further generates be er synthesized results. We give the number of instances for each recommended category in each room based on the statistical results of the dataset, since the number pa ern of the objects can be easily revealed through a simple counting process.
Instance-level recommendation. Given the occurrence probability and instance number of object categories of each room, along with a style template image, instance-level recommendation gives speci c object instances. For each room, we rst iteratively select object category instances of it according to a) the category's occurrence probability b) the number of instances needed to be selected from the category c) empty space le for the room. e iteration stops when there's no space le for any reasonable object instance. is selection strategy tend to have more dense layout than the existing methods, which is more realistic and aesthetic. en, we automatically assign a style template image selected from a collections of style templates for each room based on the given image, and extract 5-color pale e for them as style guidance. Under the constraints of these color pale es, we use a method motivated by (Chen et al. 2015) to apply styles for object instances from their available textures and materials. Di erent from (Chen et al. 2015) , we introduce the concept of object group to enhance intra-room style compatibility and also consider object connections among rooms for residential-level style compatibility.
DATASET
In this paper, we utilize two large datasets, Structured3D (Zheng et al. 2019 ) and a modi ed version of SUNCG dataset named S-SUNCG. We use rendered panorama images of indoor scenes in Structured 3D as style template images and extract a 5-color pale e for each of them. Figure 2 shows four panorama images with their extracted color pale e. Details are in (O'Donovan et al. 2011 ). We made three major enhancement to the original SUNCG dataset, described as follows. e original SUNCG dataset contains 45622 designed house layouts with a total of 368669 rooms. We can see from the statistical results in Figure 3 that a considerable number of rooms (65195 of 368669) lack room type annotation, which is a waste of data. 
Room type prediction for un-annotated rooms
We propose a room type prediction method based on the topic model. Treating the dataset as a corpus, each room r is represented by a tuple consisting of a list of object category indices O (r ) = (o 1 , · · · , o N r ) and a list of binary room type indicators
Here N r is the number of object categories in the room, V is the number of all object categories and U is the total number of unique room types in SUNCG dataset. Following the process in (Ramage et al. 2009a) , we rst learn a topic model from the data, then predict room types for un-annotated rooms.
In the learning stage, we draw a multinomial mixture distribution θ r over all U room types for room r from a Dirichlet prior α, and a multinomial room type distributions over object category library O for each room type l u , from a Dirichlet prior β. e constraint that the room type prior α (r ) is restricted to the set of annotated room types R r T . e joint probability of object and room type p(O, R T |α, β) can be learned from the training set. Figure 4 illustrates six examples of p(O |R T ) in word cloud, in which the occurrence probability of an instance category is represented by corresponding name tag size. In the prediction stage, the un-annotated rooms' most likely annotations can be inferred by properly thresholding its posterior probability over all room types. Figure 5 gives two examples of the automatic annotation results. e le column shows two unannotated room scenes in SUNCG dataset, and the right column shows the corresponding room types calculated by our topic model.
Fine-grained labeling of object categories
e original SUNCG dataset contains 2549 object models with 67072 material textures in 68 object categories. However, the object categories are ambiguous as shown in Figure 4 (e.g. kitchen appliance, household appliance), which cannot re ect the detailed functional a ributes of the object and don t provide enough information for object category recommendation. We re-classify the models into 165 new categories, which are more speci ed than the old ones.
Labeling of object parts
Object instances are consisted of parts in the SUNCG dataset, but the meaning of each part is unknown. e meaning of object parts is crucial for applying textures and materials. For example, it s common that door panels are made of wood and door knobs are made of metal, but we can t assign correct materials to them if we don t know which part is which. In order to support our scene generation pipeline, especially the style compatibility, we manually label the meaning of each part for every model. en, a common material is assigned to each object part. As shown in Figure 6 , three objects are labeled with part meaning and material. Fig. 7 . Degree of relevance between room type and object category.
APPROACH 5.1 Knowledge Building
In this paper, we adopt L-LDA to recommend indoor room content based on speci c room type. To evaluate the recommend instance category lists, we conduct user study to build up a knowledge of relationship between room type and instance category. In total, 8 room types and 30 basic interior instance categories are selected. We randomly invite 30 subjects from societies and they were told to score relationship between room type and instance categories. Partial results are illustrated in Figure 7 . For a given room which contains a list of instance categories O = (o 1 , · · · , o N ), user study gives a score S = (s 1 , · · · , s N ) correspondingly. e match expectation of the given list and the room type can be calculated by:
Category-level recommendation
We use the single-type rooms from S-SUNCG as training data, and train L-LDA (Ramage et al. 2009a ) model with the semantic information of object categories in each room. As described in Sec.4.1, p(o i |R j T ) indicates the probability that instance category i exists in the room with type j. Figure 8 shows three examples which are living room, bedroom and o ce. According to joint probability of room type and instance category, the occurance probability of instance categories in hybrid room can be calculated by:
are the types of hybrid room. Figure 9 shows three examples of hybrid rooms. 
List similarity.
Since L-LDA is a probabilistic model to generate a instance recommendation list, which means some instance categories have a high probability of appearance, but when making recommendations, these categories cannot appear in the same room. For example, the categories of single bed and double bed can appear in the same bedroom with remote possibility, although they both have high appearance probabilities. Another two examples are shown in Figure 10 , the two pairs of categories marked in blue boxes present substitutional relations in each recommendation list. To solve this relation and increase the optional richness of recommendation lists, we use a paradigmatic model (Pennington et al. 2014) to calculate the similarity of two categories, and split the lists according to the substitutional relation check. For a list with few categories O = (o 1 , · · · , o N ), we rst generate its co-occurrence matrix C by statistics. e category similarity can be calculated by:
where ξ i and ξ j are two o set items, f (·) is a weight item based on word frequency:
As mentioned in (Pennington et al. 2014), f (·) works best when α = 3/4. We assign the similarity threshold to 0.95, and perform pairwise substitutional relation check by iterating . e second column in Figure 10 shows the split lists a er rst iteration. 
List recommendation.
According to the annotated oor plan, a house can be represented as a set of instance category lists corresponding to the room type, which is H = {L 1 , . . . , L N }. Among them, the hybrid type rooms are represented by a combination of single type lists. We divide the lists into two parts: lists appear only once in the house and lists appear more than once. Recommend the most suitable list for the house through combinatorial optimization. For the rst part, we calculate the match expectation (Sec.5.1) as:
where L i indicates only one room of this type in the house, R i T is the corresponding room type and E(·) is the match expectation. e second part is calculated as:
where k is the number of room types which means two more rooms exist in the house, m i indicates the number of rooms belong to the same type. e instance category recommendation lists of the entire house can be selected by:
where λ is a weight to control the dissimilarity of recommendation lists for rooms of the same type. we assign λ = 1 to keep the dissimilarity. e lists of hybrid rooms can be generated by combination of single type lists as described in Sec.5.2.
Instance-level recommendation
We cast the problem of instance selection as a combinatorial optimization. For a speci c house with a set of selected recommendation lists, our instance suggestion is to nd a combination of instances for the entire house from the lists, which best satis es both size compatibility and style compatibility.
Occupation constraint.
A speci c size room can accommodate limited number of furniture considering the needs of human activities. us, we de ne a object occupation proportion for a room as follows:
where n c is the number of categories in corresponding recommendation list of the room, and S(·) is the area function. o Mask and r Mask represent respective projections on the ground. Here we only calculate the masks of objects which are on the oor, and the objects like rugs which do not a ect human activities are excluded. θ i indicates the number of instance which belongs to ith category,
where C i, j is the score of ith category in jth room type from user study (Sec.5.1). n i, j is the corresponding prior value learn from S-SUNCG dataset.
Style constraint.
We use a stylistic image as input to constrain instance suggestion. Inspired by (Chen et al. 2015) , a local group rule and a globe aesthetic rule are built.
Group rule. In the real world indoor scene, instances in the same room share same material, although they belong to di erent categories (e.g night stand and bed frame have similar material). As described in (Chen et al. 2015) , a binary likelihood is de ned to account for this property. However, this is a strong constraint when applied from single room to entire house, a large number of furniture parts select same material. In our instance suggestion, we adopt CSR test (Anonymous 2020) to build local instance groups for each room. t(o 1 , o 2 ) is de ned as a CSR test, value 1 if the two instances pass the CSR test, value 0 otherwise. For a given room, local groups can be obtained by CSR tests. In each group, binary likelihood is used to constrain instance selection. We use the same notation as mentioned in (Chen et al. 2015) , a material is represented as m. In a speci c instance group which pass the CSR test, we de ne the group rule as follows,
where o 1 , o 2 are two instances in the group, c 1 , m 1 and c 2 , m 2 indicate corresponding part categories and materials. n(o 1 , o 2 , c 1 , c 2 , m 1 , m 2 ) is the number of time that two instance parts co-occur (m 1 , m 2 ), and n(o 1 , o 2 , c 1 , c 2 ) is the total number of two instance parts co-occur any set of materials. s(·) indicates material similarity function, value 1 or 0 refer to similar or not.
Global style rule. A ve-color pale e is used to represent the color theme of the input picture (Chen et al. 2015) . M(p, p ) represents the similarity of two pale es:
where p i, j indicates the jth channel of ith pale e in HSV color coordinate system. w j is the weight for each channel, we set w h = w s = 1, w = 3 as mentioned in (Chen et al. 2015) . To generate color pale e for hybrid rooms, D(p, p ) is de ned to calculate the hybrid color pale e of p and p , ,5] , j ∈ {h,s, } 5.3.3 Cost function. Given an annotated house, in which each room involved a instance category recommendation list. Our cost function for instance selection includes three items: an occupation constraint item G 1 , a local group constraint item G 2 , a global style constraint item G 3 :
where µ 1 , µ 2 and µ 3 are weights to balance the three items. e sensitivity of optimization equations to coe cients is not high, therefore, we set µ 1 = µ 2 = µ 3 = 1/3 in our experiments.
Occupation constraint item. e occupation constraint item considers how suitable the total occupation area proportion of selected instances in the entire house. It is de ned according to the occupation constraint in Sec.5.3.1,
where n r indicates the total number of rooms in the processing house. δ i is the optimal proportion of total instance occupation area in ith room type which is learn from dataset. Figure 11 shows the statistic occupation proportion distributions of six room types in S-SUNCG. e optimal proportions of each room type can be obtained by Gaussian ing.
Group constraint item. e group constraint item considers material compatibility between instance parts in the groups. It is de ned according to the local group rule for all groups in the entire house,
where n indicates the total number of local groups in the house, n k is number of instances in the corresponding group. ξ takes 1e − 5 to avoid 0 value.
Global style constraint item. e global style constraint item considers style compatibility of entire house based on the input stylistic image. e item can be de ned as:
where n r indicates the total number of rooms. p i (o) indicates the extracted ve-color pale e of ith room. M(·) is the similarity of two pale es as de ned in Sec.5.3.2. To maintain the style compatibility of the entire house, we search a house style template from Structured3D dataset according to the input stylistic image. Since the user only input one stylistic image for one room, to maintain the style compatibility of entire house, we search the most similar picture of same room type in the Structured3D (Zheng et al. 2019) , and map the pictures from other types of rooms to our processing house. Involving the hybrid rooms without style reference images, we generate color pale es from the style reference images of single type rooms as described in Sec.5.3.2.
6 EVALUATION AND RESULTS 6.1 E ects of control weights in category-level recommendation Figure 12 evaluates the e ect of dissimilarity control weight λ in the category list recommendation step. As shown in Figure 12 (Right), when λ 0, the rooms of same type will select di erent recommendation lists. e bedroom in green uses a list with a double bed and a dressing table, while the bedroom in yellow uses a list with a single bed and an o ce desk. e bathroom in red uses a list with a shower, while the bathroom in purple uses a list with a bathtub. Without the dissimilarity control weight, the bedrooms and bedrooms most likely end up using the same lists, as shown in Figure 12 (Le ). For the entire house, the object combination in Figure 12 (Right) can satisfy richer functional requirements. Table 1 . User study results of comparison on category-level recommendation. Users are shown results generated by three methods, order of which is randomized, and are asked to rank the three results from the perspective of object rationality and function diversity. Rank 1,2,3 gets 1,3,5 points respectively. This table reports average scores of all participants.
Method
Living Room Bedroom NADE (2016) 1.2 1.7 DeepSynth (2018) 2.8 3.4 Ours 4.5 3.9
Comparison on category-level recommendation
To show the e ectiveness of our topic model on category-level recommendation, we compare our method to some baselines, namely Neural Autoregressive Distribution Estimator (NADE) (Uria et al. 2016) and Deep Convolutional Priors (DeepSynth) (Wang et al. 2018) . NADE models the probability distribution over a sequence of variables, while DeepSynth utilizes convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for occurrence modeling. For both NADE and DeepSynth, we adopt the training strategy described in (Wang et al. 2018) . We apply our method to the original SUNCG object categories for fair comparison. For NADE and our method, we rst get a sample of occurrence counts of all categories, then synthesize scenes forcing DeepSynth to select instances, and nally arrange them according to the occurrence counts. Figure 13 shows several representative examples generated by each method. Note that we evaluate the results for two di erent types of rooms, i.e., bedroom and o ce, and the geometry for each type of room is the same. We can see from the results that our method performs category-level recommendation with proper object functions and reasonable object counts. In contrast, NADE leads to multiple beds in the bedroom and DeepSynth generates results less diversity of object function. Figure 14 shows the e ect of occupation constraint, group constraint and style constraint terms of our cost function in instance recommendation step. We x the materials of instances in the evaluation of occupation constraint term. As illustrated in le column of Figure 14 , without occupation constraint term, each room will continuously sample instances until the recommendation list is traversed or there's no more space for a new instance. Because of that, the synthesized rooms will look very crowded and chaotic. e right column of Figure 14 shows be er results with the occupation constraint term.
E ects of energy terms in instance-level recommendation
To evaluate the other two terms, we select a speci c set of instances for experiments. e le side of Figure 16 shows obvious material inconsistency between associated objects (e.g beds and night stands, TV stand and co ee table), which are generated ignoring the group constraint term. However, such object groups with speci c function usually maintains material consistency in reality. e right side of Figure 16 shows the material consistency in the object groups considering the group constraint term. e synthesized Fig. 13 . Comparison results on category-level recommendation with other two baseline methods. scene looks more harmonious in rooms with more objects groups. Compared to the binary term in (Chen et al. 2015) , material consistency between objects can be more accurately constrained through our group constraint term. As is shown in the le side of Figure  15 , the constraint of (Chen et al. 2015) is too strong, so that a large number of objects in the same room share the same material. When dealing with the external style template constraints as mentioned in this article, (Chen et al. 2015) cannot give satisfactory results. Figure 17 evaluates the global style constraint term, as is shown in the right side of Figure 17 , the object selection of each room meets the style template of the corresponding reference image, and the combination of multiple rooms meets the style of the entire house, which appears to be more style compatible than the right side of Fig. 15 . Comparison results of group constraint with baseline method. The le column adopts binary likelihood of (Chen et al. 2015) , and the right column adopts group constraint. Figure 17 . us, the above three constraints are essential for our instance recommendation.
User Study
In order to verify the e ectiveness of our method, which re ected by the rationality and aesthetics of the scenes produced by the pipeline, we invited 25 subjects to participate in the user study, 20 of whom are ordinary users and 5 are designers.
In our user study, we render ve pairs of images for each participant. In each pair, one is the original scene from the SUNCG dataset, and the other one generated by our pipeline. ese two scenes use the same oorplan. Each pair of images are rendered with the same light condition in the same view, and is presented in a random order. 1:10 • Yu He, Yun Cai, Yuanchen Guo, Zhengning Liu, Shaokui Zhang, Songhai Zhang, Hongbo Fu, and Shengyong Chen Fig. 16 . E ect of group constraint item, µ 2 = 0 (le ) versus µ 2 0 (right). Fig. 17 . E ect of global style constraint item, µ 3 = 0 (le ) versus µ 3 0 (right).
We asked the subjects to rate each image from 0 (worst) to 5 (best) in ve aspects, namely object diversity, object consistency, style compatibility, function su ciency and visual aesthetics of the scene. Figure 18 plots the average score of each item rated by users and designers, which shows that the scenes produced by our pipeline get much higher scores than the initial scenes designed by designers in all ve aspects, especially in style compatibility and visual aesthetics. In that case, it is veri ed our pipeline is of good e ciency in producing plausible scenes comparable to those produced by designers.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a novel approach to synthesize stylecompatible indoor scenes for multiple rooms in a residence. For a practical concern, we assume a room can have multiple room types to allow objects with di erent functions. We focus on object recommendation and achieve it from category selection to instance selection. We consider function diversity and style compatibility in both room-level and residence-level. Experiments show that our approach generates high-quality multi-room indoor scenes comparable to those produced by professional interior designers.
ere are several limitations of our work for future improvement. For example, style compatibility is implemented based on a 5-color pale e of the reference image, while it is more reasonable to extract textures directly from objects presented in the image. On the other hand, our work is more restricted to color style but shape consistency should also be considered during object selection.
